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"While packaged bread remains a huge category with
universal penetration, dollar sales have increased

minimally in recent years, and actual consumption has
declined due to concern over calories and carbohydrates.

Opportunities exist to improve bread’s health profile, to
expand its use across more occasions, and to highlight all

the great tastes and textures that the category has to offer."
-John Owen, Senior Food & Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Growth expected to continue at slow pace
• More consumers report purchasing less bread
• Regular loaf bread by far the most widely and frequently eaten

This Report builds on the analysis presented in Mintel’s Bread and Bread Products – US, September
2014, Bread – US, September 2013, as well as the November 2011, June 2009, June 2008, September
2007, January 2006, and February 2005 Reports of the same title.

Included in the scope of this Report are the following:

• Fresh loaf bread
• Rolls/buns/croissants (hamburger and hot dog buns, all other fresh rolls/buns/croissants)
• Bagels/bialys/English muffins/pita bread
• Tortillas (hard/soft tortillas/taco kits, refrigerated tortillas, frozen tortillas)
• Refrigerated/frozen bread products (frozen fresh-baked bread/roll/biscuit, frozen bagels, refrigerated
bagels/bialys, refrigerated English muffins, refrigerated bread, refrigerated dinner/sandwich rolls/
croissants)
• In-store bakery bread products.

Excluded from the scope of this Report are the following:

• Sweet baked goods such as muffins, scones, sticky buns, and sweet rolls as well as home baking
products such as flour, yeast, bread mixes, pizza dough mixes, refrigerated/frozen pizza dough, and
cake mixes. Tortilla chips and tostada chips also are excluded.
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Data sources
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Purchase Behaviors

Attitudes toward Bread

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
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